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[Opening Page] Purcell Wilderness, British Columbia. [This
Page] Hall Tower, Leaning Towers. Forest Woodward (both)

ones to bear witness. In the mornings, we start
up vertical lines of coarse rock that have perhaps never been touched. In the evenings, we
return to our camp, galloping down the increasingly familiar, wildflower-laden hill, racing our
own personal speed records. On rest days, we sit
on granite slabs by glacier-fed waters, playing
game after game of Scrabble on the back of my
foam sleeping pad. It’s as though we found the
secret key, snuck in during closing time, and
now we have the run of the place.
And yet each movement I make in this
landscape leaves a mark. The imprint of a foot
on soft moss, a brush of chalk on rock, a larch
branch torn from its tree. Late one evening,
lounging against a large boulder, Forest and I
gaze up at a moonlit Hall Tower. A warm breeze
brushes our faces. Forest absentmindedly builds
a city of miniature cairns to his side, ephemeral
summits in the sand. As his weathered fingers
perch stone on precarious stone, he says, “This
has to be the purest wilderness I’ve ever seen.
What if it became as overrun as the Bugaboos?
Can you imagine bear boxes in this valley? Dozens of tents? A climbers’ trail switch-backing up
the hill?” The long shadow of the larch before
us sways, revealing the luminous moon behind,
and I get the feeling that there’s light shining
behind every detail of this surreal land. I wonder whether the greatest act of love might be to
leave now and never come back.
I pull out a small journal and turn to a page
with writing scrawled across it: a quote from
Susannah Abbey, daughter of the famous environmentalist Edward Abbey. Before the trip,
I was so struck by her words that I brought
them along to contemplate:
If you have ever sat quietly on a sandstone
cliﬀ in southern Utah, you probably know how
your own soul, given enough time, will expand
toward the infinite, encompass everything that
surrounds it. It’s enough to make a person believe
that the landscape itself has a soul fragile enough
to be destroyed by any signs of people: broken beer
bottles, bolt-holes, tire tracks, strip mines and
gravel pits.
Forest’s cairns teeter in the dirt. Hall Tower
stands, unmoving, against the starry horizon.
I know my soul is expanding in this granite
cathedral. I wonder if this landscape too bears
a fragile soul—fragile enough to feel the flattening of a tent site or the breaking of trail
worn through a field of wildflowers.Wind and
rain will scour…all will be forgotten...

ONE MORNING, ALIX AND I set oﬀ before dawn. A steep talus
field descends from our sleeping perch on the shoulder of Hall
Tower to the glacier below. Midway across the mile-wide snowy
expanse, we turn our headlamps oﬀ and watch as the sun’s first
rays glide smoothly down the east face of Hall Tower, our objective for the day. As we step closer, the wall looms larger, and
our own figures seem to shrink. Alix swaps her crampons for
climbing shoes. She moves upward, inch by inch, using individual crystals to support her feet and finding tiny pods in the
ancient rock to fill with protection. We continue, immersed in a
slow, methodical rhythm: the follower removes the gear placed
by the leader, leaving flecks of dirt and hollowed-out cracks in
our wake. The walls of granite become our entire world. At dusk,
we are enveloped by a chimney, and darkness comes quickly,
catching us still in our daytime haze. The summit becomes our
home for the night—the scale of this place has proven too grand
for our small statures and finite energies.
The descent consumes most of our next day. We weave
through the jumbled back side of Hall Tower; in the absence
of any route description, our intuition will have to suﬃce. My
anxiety about the unknown rises, yet no gendarmes block our
way, no high winds or obscuring clouds hem us in. Soon I find
no reason not to feel joy. Peace. Playful white clouds dot the sky.
The grey swirls of glacier and moraine cascade into the green
valley below. Smooth boulders give way to the forgiving sand of
a couloir, and then the softness of summer snow. I am aware of
gentleness all around us.
By the time we’re nearly back to where we began, my throat
creaks with dryness—we’ve long since finished the half liter of
water we had remaining that morning. I envision myself running
straight into the glacial lake below, the rope still tied around my
waist, my mouth wide open to let the water in, to fill me up. I
imagine what it would feel like to be truly enfolded by this land
in an intimate, nurturing embrace.
That evening, barefoot and perched on a slab of rock,
[Photo] Graham Zimmerman on Direct East Buttress (IV 5.9+, 2,000’,
Morriss-Ramos, 2014), Hall Tower. As renowned Canadian alpinist
Chic Scott notes in Pushing the Limits: The Story of Canadian
Mountaineering, the “outstanding granite walls and classic ridges”
of the Leaning Towers “would have been popular destinations had
they been located almost anywhere else.” Forest Woodward
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Alix and I stare up at the granite walls, squinting our eyes in search of Graham and Forest.
I wonder if we would even be able to spot
their tiny figures against such a vast and varied backdrop. My gaze shifts to Hall Tower,
and I trace our path of ascent, pausing on
familiar features—the shadow of the hanging
corner, the dark swath of chimney, the barely
perceptible line of a body-sized fissure. Alix’s
scratched hand reaches to rub the sunburn on
her neck. She turns to me and whispers, “This
place makes me feel really, really small.”
I imagine my thoughts flying beyond
the tight confines of my mind and dissipat-

ing into the infinite space around me, colored
red and orange by the alpenglow. For once, I
think I see the wild from more than a humansized perspective. Yes, these mountains are the
ones that are free and gallivanting; we are at
their mercy. This land remains in control, for
now, and we are the fragile ones. Our cairns
will crumble; the chalk will wash clean. For
these days, at least, our individual passage still
resembles the light brush of a feather on the
landscape’s skin. I might leave a small, finitely
human mark, but this place—this wild and
vast entity—is making an indelible mark upon
my soul.

The breeze chills, and I zip my jacket over
my face. I reach into my pocket and again find
my journal with the words of Susannah Abbey
that I considered a few days previous.
I don’t know that wilderness has a soul of its
own, or whether casting our own reverent gaze
on it is enough to sanctify it. I don’t know that
it’s honest to apply a limited, subjective morality
onto something that is not of our own making.
What strikes me most about [recreational] activities is how inconsequential they are.
Granite crystals push against my feet, and
a brisk wind stirs my hair. Every part of my
being seems at the whim of the grand amphi-

NAMESAKE

Horn’s Mother Violet “Josephine” Jeffers grew up amid modest hills and cornfield-lined

highways in rural Iowa. As the Great Depression lagged on, she left her home on the family farm for the
amber lights of New York City, where she found work at a department store. There, amid glass countertops
and the fog of perfume, she met a man in a business suit who walked in to find a lady a present and who
left with plans to take Josephine out. Soon she and Maurice Horn married. ¶ By 1944, they had had
two sons and moved to a ranch in Teton County, Wyoming. Josephine nurtured high expectations for
Maurice II, her first-born son. While John remained at home, young Maurice was sent away to a private
boarding school, where, to his mother’s disappointment, he studied poetry and dreamed of becoming an
artist. When Maurice returned to Wyoming for university, he joined the Outing Club. On a climbing
trip to the nearby domes of Vedauwoo, Maurice discovered his vocation: he was a climber. ¶ Following
the death of their father in 1961, John joined his brother in Laramie. There, with his boyish confidence,
John made friends easily. He often skipped classes to pal around on the rocks with his buddies or visit the
nearby air hangar. Within a year, John had dropped out of school (with Josephine’s permission) to join
the Air Force. By 1966, John had taken up his late father’s entrepreneurial spirit, opening a gear shop in
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[Facing Page, Left] Alpine Scrabble. l [Facing Page, Right] Jenny Abegg belays Alix Morris as she free climbs the C1
aid pitch on the second ascent of State of Wonder (5.11- C1, 300m), Wall Tower. Kate Rutherford and Jasmin Canton
first climbed the route in 2015 and named it after the novel State of Wonder, by Ann Patchett. Forest Woodward (both)

theater around us. It at once strikes me as quite
strange—even ridiculous—that we’ve demystified this land, called it wilderness, and deemed it
ours to possess, conserve, control. Made it in our
own image. Given definition to something far
too immense for words, so that we can “safely
enjoy the illusion” that we are seeing part of the
world in a “pristine, original state”—as William
Cronon wrote in “The Trouble with Wilderness”—while most of us forget the Indigenous
people that early colonialists displaced to create
that illusion. We are, to put it bluntly, too small
for this dominion.
Alix nudges me and points across the milewide glacier to the col below the summit of
Hall Tower. I can just make out the crimson
of Graham’s jacket above his confident stride.
Forest soon comes into view behind him, and
they make their way across the horizontal step
of snow like ants on a log. Yes, we are too small
for this.
The echoing roar of rockfall brings me
back to my senses. I sit down and draw my
knees up to my chest. I scuﬀ my feet on the
granite underfoot, unzip my jacket to expose

my face to the breeze, longing somehow to
sink deeper into the landscape. All this time,
I’ve thought of myself as separate—as bigger.
As able to protect and harm. Willing myself to
tread lightly, or better, to leave. And in turn,
I unwittingly damn the mountain goat that
weaves a path through the wildflowers, the
marmot who digs for roots to eat. Ancient stories drawn into sandstone, stones sharpened to
arrows. I flee the city with privilege and shiny
gear, enjoy the wild with a smugly small footprint, and then self-righteously pass judgment
on those simply surviving—or “thriving,” as
Native American writer, ranger and guide Joe
Whittle so aptly describes.
“The earth and all its life are more than
just resources—they are family,” Whittle continues. These resources—these “relatives,” he
clarifies—they are gifts. “A gift is something
that is received, not taken. To take something
is an act of violence. To receive something is
an act of love.” Not all use is abuse. An older
vision spreads in front of me, across the glacier
and encompassing the pinnacles of the ridgeline beyond: This is family…this is home.

THROUGH THE DENSE ALDERS and bees’ nests,
across the pass into the neighboring valley and
to the dusty trailhead, Alix, Forest, Graham,
and I make our inevitable pilgrimage back to
our populated parcel of the world. Wading
through fields of wildflowers, we stomp a temporary trail through the green. In an attempt
to escape from my sweaty load and biting
stings, my thoughts return to Abbey’s words,
picking up from where they left oﬀ like a bird’s
shrill call.
Think less deep ecology than deep time. We
move in herds from one thrill-seeking activity to
the next. Like kayaking, mountain biking, or
driving down a paved road through a garden of
hoodoo rocks, while it’s obnoxious to some people, to others it’s something they do in order to
feel alive. In 10,000 years, long after we have
destroyed ourselves by greed, selfishness and
(worst of all) by indiﬀerence, wind and rain will
have scoured all bolt-holes and tire marks from
the rock face. All will be, if not forgiven, very
much forgotten.
Our pace has quickened to something
between a walk and a run. Step, skip, bounce.
Visions of cold beers and fresh vegetables drive
me toward town. Abbey’s words roll haphazardly from one end of my mind to the other,

Jackson Hole. With his mother’s blessing, he named it “Powderhorn Mountaineering,” after the family
ranch. ¶ Meanwhile, to his mother’s growing ire, Maurice had forsaken the world of business for the life
of a beatnik on the road. In Switzerland, he climbed with the legendary American alpinist John Harlin,
who gave him a job as night watchman for the American school Harlin oversaw. Back in the US, Maurice
pieced together work in construction in Boulder. When he ran out of partners to climb with in Yosemite,
he hopped freight trains back to Colorado. Though “high on his own freedom,” Maurice says, he was also
frequently homeless and lived out of his car. In desperate times, he called Josephine to wire him $100: just
enough for a bit of food and gas before the next adventure began. ¶ In 1963 Maurice established a new
route up a postcard-wide slice through Vedauwoo’s rough granite. To aid in the climb, he hammered in
hard oak wedges, hewn at the wood shop of the university’s engineering school. Though Maurice wanted
to name the climb Main Street, another climb already existed with that name. Instead, friends of the
brothers volunteered the name it goes by today: Horn’s Mother. ¶ When Dan McClure did the first free
ascent in 1973, he graded it 5.11. At the time, it was the hardest grade in the state. Even today, the climb
remains known for its demanding moves. Maurice recalls, “She was a tough old bird.” PAULA WRIGHT

matching my body’s rhythm: If not forgiven,
forgotten. A wrapper falls from my pocket, and
Graham breaks his stride to reach down, a
kind smile appearing under his mustache as he
hands it back to me. I turn to glimpse Forest,
ever the chaser of light, gazing intently over
his camera as a bright sunray pierces through
the trees. Lost in quiet reverie, Alix dangles a
twig in her hand as she keeps the pace. I zip
my pocket shut and continue down the trail.
Perhaps Abbey is right: perhaps my marks
are imperceptible on a mighty and timeless
ocean of wild that will spread back over the
entire earth once all human civilization is gone.
Yet I know that for my finite self—for the various people and other living beings who have

been here and for those yet to come—certain
traces are enough to obscure the view, or even
to destroy the essence of what makes this place
inhabitable or meaningful. Forests blackened
by the strike of a lighter; bolts carelessly drilled
and chopped; plants torn out and trampled by
multitudinous hands and feet; wildlife lulled
into a dangerous dependence or hunted to
extinction. “If living in history,” Cronon pens,
“means that we cannot help leaving marks on
a fallen world, then the dilemma we face is to
decide what kinds of marks we wish to leave.”
Under the gentle canopy of the forest,
birds flitter overhead. A spider’s web glimmers, caught in a sliver of sunshine. The buzz
of a horsefly crescendos and fades as two green

[Photo] Graham Zimmerman on the summit of Hall Tower (also known as Leaning Tower),
first climbed by A.A. McCoubrey and party in 1933. McCoubrey later reflected, “In this mad
world of hustle...there is little time for contemplative thought. As one who struggles later
to record impressions, hating the furor scribendi…there comes a time...[when] slowly,
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leaves fall in the late-summer breeze. A small
toad before me retreats to the safe cover of a
fern. Drops of dew cling stubbornly to sharp
blades of grass, and the soft loam of the trail
absorbs the weight of my passing. As the path
deposits us at the trailhead and the sight of
my old blue van pulls me back to reality, I
realize this: the closer I am to the earth, separated not by walls or wheels, production or
progress, but by the cool air between rock
and feet, the more forgettable I become, and
yet paradoxically the more memorable a life I
lead. No, not distance, nor indiﬀerence, will
teach us to lessen the sting of our tenure on
earth. Love will. z
—Jenny Abegg, Bend, Oregon

in the mind’s eye, the panorama unrolls, valley after valley…awakening memories of
sunshine and rain and snow, of struggles through tangled alders and windfall. And
inseparable from the picture are the companions with whom one learned ‘To love the
game above the prize’—the true philosophy of mountaineering.” Forest Woodward

